C.L. BAILEY COMPANY

PLATINUM KIT
The Platinum Billiard Accessory kit comes with everything you need for the perfect home
billiard game: 4 two piece maple cues wrapped with Irish Linen, 2 piece bridge stick with brass
head, 48” short cue stick for tight corners, and matching finishes on: 15 ball rack, 9 ball rack,
10 ½” Brush, and 2 piece wall cue rack. Also includes: 8’ brown durable table cover, leather
shaker bottle with tally balls, rule book, and a set of lifetime warranty resin billiard balls.
Available in traditional mahogany, warm chestnut, classic oak and black finishes.

PREMIUM KIT
The Premium kit includes four two-piece 58” cues are Premier cues with soft touch
grips. Included in this kit is a rule book, shaker bottle with tally balls, 8’ clear pool table
cover, cue tip repair kit, shaft slicker, cue shaper, bridge stick, 4 premier cues, 15 ball rack,
9 ball rack, 2 piece wall cue rack, 9” table brush, and a 7” under rail brush. Available in
traditional mahogany, warm chestnut, honey maple, classic oak and black finishes.

C.L. BAILEY COMPANY
MAGNUM BALLS
High performance pool balls at an affordable price. Cast using a
special DAP (diallyl pthalate prepolymer) resin. DAP resins are known
for their excellent dimensional stability and heat resistance, along with
a high resistance to sudden, extrem jolts and severe stresses.
Lifetime Guarantee.

DELUXE KIT
Includes a hardwood 15-ball rack, 9-ball rack, 8-cue wall rack, four 2-piece 57” cues with
nylon wrap in four colors, two-piece bridge cue with aluminum bridge head, table & rail
brush, cue tip repair kit, 8’ clear pool table cover,12 pieces of chalk, shaker bottle, tally
balls, chalk holder, Billiard Rule Book and a Deluxe pool ball set.

BASIC KIT
Includes a plastic 15 ball rack and 9 ball rack, two, 2-piece 57” cues, two-piece bridge cue with
aluminum bridge head, table brush, 8’ clear pool table cover, 12 pieces of chalk, plastic chalk
holders and a Deluxe pool ball set.

